Since 1999, South Korean films have drawn roughly 40 to 60 percent of the Korean domestic box office, surpassing Hollywood films in popularity. Why is this, and how did it come about? While there are many factors that contributed to the Korean film explosion, this paper focuses on the broad public support for a protectionist film policy called “Screen Quota” as one of the crucial factors that contributed not only to the incubation of Korean films at a critical moment in the late 1990s but to the creation of the very idea of a “Korean national cinema.” The Screen Quota advocacy movement successfully kept the protectionist film policy intact against increasing trade-liberalization pressure from the U.S. in the late 1990s and 2000s. This paper charts the trajectory of the movement in which the civil society transformed itself into a symbol of Korean cultural nationalism. The main goal of this paper is to illustrate how Korea’s strong civil society in the film sector played a critical role in the film industry’s exceptional success.
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